From: Bucharest (RHUNAN)  
To: Tokyo (Vice Chief, General Staff)  
1 March 1944  
JAS  

#199, 5 parts complete:  

Addresses of wires to U. S. troops ascertained during February (MI: Intelligence)  

1. Positive beyond doubt:  

A. British mainland:  

AMBUHO, AMFUN, AMJHU, AMIHUG, AMILOF,  
AMILOCAL, AMKOSO, AM OUN, AMOF0, AMERC, AMRIT,  
AMURU0, AMUNNI, AMUZU, AMUJU, AMUHER, AMURPO,  
AMISO, AMUNKA, AMVOCO. Besides these, there are 50  
which have been confirmed to be in Britain, but ---0---  
The total is 82 to 132.  

B. Cairo:  

AMJADA, AMJATU, AMJIT, AMKYAV, AMJERA,  
AMTIPU. Besides these, the following are thought to  
be at Cairo: AMQEF, AMQF0'0, AMQGA, AMKNF,  
AMKYOA, AMUNKI, AMKYM, AMKUM, AMRNO, AMTNE -  
Total 6 to 16.  

C. India: (cf. my wire 1602):  

AMBICAh (KARACHI). Besides this one,  
those confirmed to be in India but ---U--- are as follows:  
AMLUE1, AMLTE, AMYCO, AMUPH1,  
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2. Movement of troops:

Up to December 12th of last year AMKUJI was confirmed to be in Iran, but since January 26th it has been definitely turning up at Cairo.

3. Revisor of former wire:

The address of U. S. Troops in Iran given in my wire 192k should be changed to Cairo. (This change is based on information ascertained subsequently.)

4. Please let me know whether or not you need information of this type.

a - Imperfect text permits AMISIA, AMISIB, AMISLB.
b - Imperfect text permits AMUCSU.
c - Imperfect text permits AMKUHC.
d - Imperfect text permits AMKYAF.
e - Imperfect text permits AMHORO.
f - Imperfect text permits AMKIGA.
g - D-3254.
h - Imperfect text permits AMBIJA.
i - Imperfect text permits AMLUGE.
j - As in text.
k - Not available.
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